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Camera seem to run fine without alarm defence I can leave it running for week and monitor when I need to.. Rest of other setups are easy Personnly i think these camera's are utter crap, i have 3 of them and their going back.. Other software, like VLC, can use the RTSP stream: rtsp://ipcam:554/onvif1 for HD (1280 x 738) Note: Several users reported being unable to get the HD stream through RTSP.. That's when it crashes!) They can't just boot up camera and set up then turn on alarm and say its working then sell it.. I will experiment hooking up to Ethernet and turn on alarm (wifi turned off in setting).

Conclusion: The is (at time of writing) the cheapest IP Camera with Pan & Tilt at Gearbest.. Love to hear your opinions Please!!!!. Camera resolution isn't my concern I am trying to find IP PZT camera that can runs without crashing when record and email alarm turns on.. Email setup was a bit struggle I found out that to receive email alarm is to add recipent email same as main email in setup in order to work.

I have sricam sp012 Camera works fine when I got it But in few day later, I decide to use motion detection and defence turn on (defence was supposed to spelled as Defense but that's how Chinese programmer spell out.. Despite that, it does the job as advertised as an indoor camera For those valuing the size over the P&T feature, the tiny / (IR-cut version) is a better option.. I have 3 others made by Floureon model number FLOUREON N5810HH-E their outstanding on the image Q.. V3 of the firmware beings not just the ability to record 4K raw but also a Convergent Design have brought out the Odyssey Q7.

I contacted Sricam tech support and they tested my camera and said its fine I understand trying to prove them its an issue but camera seem to behave good with tech support.

Love to hear your opinions Please!!!! The Sricam image is VERY poor whats with ALL the greens turning pink? Both Camera set to FULL HD.. I may as well install 5v cooling fan and old motherboard's 'southbridge' cooling fins that fits perfectly on camera's chipset.. 720 SEE LINK:- https://1drv ms/v/s!AlacNCbsVk21hMUprvxuZS2nhNd NEW VIDEO LINK TO SHOW HOW CRAP THESE ARE.. Two-way audio quality is adequate but I was expecting a stronger speaker in this larger model.. Nov 26, 2013 - The FS700 is a camera that despite its very awkward ergonomics / impractical design.. If it runs well without wifi comnection then I can purchase mini Wireless N bridge so I can place it in any rooms without stringing ethernet wire as workaround with glitchy firmware.. First toggle 'Start button' boot and wait until the camera blue light flashing or on (if 60 seconds later the blue light didn't flashing or on, please long press the reset button for 3
seconds), then use a mobile to search the WiFi hot spot signals: Q7 or HD-Q7 (code: 12345678) emitted by camera.. 14 00 00 52/HardwareId 2 1 ONVIF Setup in IP Cam Viewer Onvif and RTSP streams from IP Cam Viewer No IR-Cut means pinkish foliage in broad daylight. e10c415e6f 
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